Waupaca County Book Club Books

Good to Great: Why Some Companies Make The Leap... and Others Don't.
This book describes how companies transition from being average companies to great companies and how companies can fail to make the transition.

Good to Great and the Social Sectors: Why Business Thinking is Not the Answer
This book answers most commonly asked questions raised by readers in the social sectors using information gathered from interviews with over 100 social sector leaders, and shows that good-to-great principles like "Level 5 Leader" and others can help social sector organizations make the leap to greatness.

Strength Finder 2.0
This book describes 34 talent themes that impact a person's behavior and performance. It also aims to help people uncover their talents using an online assessment, StrengthsFinder, personalized Strengths Discovery and Action-Planning Guide, 10 strategies for building on each of your top five themes, as well as a companion website featuring: a strengths community area, a library of downloadable discussion guides and activities, a strengths screensaver, and a program for creating display cards of your top five themes.

Tipping Point: How Little Things Can Make a Big Difference
This book uses the science of epidemics to introduce the idea of 'tipping point' and describe how small actions at the right time, in the right place, and with the right people can create sociological changes.

What to Do When it's Your Turn (and it's Always Your Turn)
The book is a collection of short stories and essays that help the reader know "what to do when it's your turn" in life. It explores fears and tensions we must embrace in order to do work that we care about, and how to dig deep inside to do better work and impact the things we care about.

The Advantage, Enhanced Edition: Why Organizational Health Trumps Everything Else In Business
Lencioni, P. (2012)
This book argues that the difference between successful companies and mediocre ones is organizational health. The book provides a cohesive and comprehensive exploration of the unique advantage organizational health, three biases that prevent leaders from embracing organizational health, and the Four Disciplines approachable model for achieving organizational health--complete with stories, tips and anecdotes.